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A strong demand for more and diverse raw materials in our post-industrial society is in 
contradiction with the increasing difficulties of finding new mineral deposits. This demand is 
being further magnified by several fast-growing trends such as energy transition and e-mobility. 
Therefore, developing novel, integrative, non-invasive, and socially acceptable methods is 
needed to ensure the required flux of raw materials for a sustainable society. We propose to 
adopt artificial intelligence and machine learning to boost the processing of innovative 
technologies.  
 
Outside the mineral exploration community, a variety of complex and efficient techniques have 
been recently developed in the fields of machine/deep learning, computer vision, image and 
signal processing. Most of those approaches take advantage of - and at the same time, they 
require - the increasing power of advanced computing to effectively classify and detect any 
target of interest. However, those techniques have not been well studied and designed for 
mineral exploration. 
 
We recently developed innovative solutions at the intersection between the remote sensing, 
machine learning, and raw materials sectors by designing advanced machine learning-based 
algorithms for identification and classification of areas with high mineral potential using 
satellite-, drone-, and ground-based data and measurements. Machine learning classification 
and feature extraction techniques are developed to map minerals in a large set of samples or 
geological surfaces. To perform advanced supervised machine learning approaches, one 
requires labeled samples. We already developed several approaches for remote sensing, 
outcrop imaging and drill-core scanning.We take advantage of mathematical optimization 
approaches (e.g., sparse, low-rank, and total variation) and machine learning methods (deep 
learning, ensemble learning, composite kernel classifiers, unsupervised learning, semi-
supervised learning, and active learning) to develop mathematically-sound and efficient 
algorithms (in terms of processing time, automation, and efficient implementation) to provide a 
clear cutting edge to the mining exploration sector.  This study also puts a particular emphasis 
on developing efficient and automatic methods by making use of extreme and ensemble 
learning to reach out to the goal of near real-time processing. 
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